
Development & Integration
Integrate Salesforce and develop custom apps to expand your system.

Custom Application Development
Xenogenix have the resources and development capabilities 
to help you create entirely new, custom built applications that 
deliver advanced automation and expand the functionality of 
your existing Salesforce solution. 

Whether you are looking to replace an internal application or 
develop a brand new application we can assist. Using Force.com, 
we can build custom applications that retain the same look and 
feel and easy to use functionality of your Salesforce CRM system.  

Our Force.com Development Service can be used to deliver any 
size of project and provides you with the flexibility to scale up 
your own resources as and when you need it. 

Examples of custom applications that have been developed for 
clients include:

• Custom Quote Builder
• Site Access Portal
• Availability Checker
• Invoicing Automation
• Product Development Insight
• Sales Productivity Application

In fact, many clients now 
run their entire business 
on Salesforce!
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Availability Checker 
The client needed to be able to see a list of 
properties and their availabitiy over a period 
of time and select one or more to offer to the 
customer. The application had to work in both 
Salesforce Desktop and Mobile Interface. 

A new object was created to help capture 
property availability and cost. We then created 
Visualforce pages, for desktop and Salesforce 1, 
to view the availability over a given period.  From 
here the user would select the slots they would 
like to offer to the customer before sending the 
selection to them.
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To find out more about our Custom Application Development or Integration 
Services please contact us at: smart@xenogenix.co.uk or 08456 525 625.

Custom Integration Projects
Even companies with excellent Salesforce adoption rates have process 
inefficiencies where users must look up data in one or more systems 
to complete a process. We can help eliminate ‘silos of information’,  
by replacing or integrating with legacy systems.  

Users want ready access to data in one seamless solution, regardless 
of where data or functionality resides. They want to eliminate 
disparate applications and multiple databases that store the same 
information. These systems cause data inconsistencies and process 
errors and hinder communication.

Some of our recent integration projects:

• Website Store Integration
• Sage Live Accounting System
• Telephony Integration
• Legacy Systems
• Live Chat

Legacy Systems
Our client needed a solution to bring data 
into Salesforce from an existing ERP system 
that would provide the Sales Team with up 
to date information about actual orders 
received from their customers. The solution 
also had to be very low cost.

As part of the Salesforce implementation, we 
used Jitterbit Data Loader to automatically 
upload Order information from the ERP 
system each day. The order information is 
automatically attached to the appropriate 
Account and Opportunity when uploaded 
and custom code closes the Opportunity 
automatically, saving the Sales people 
time and effort while providing up to date 
information. The Order information is then 
included in the Sales Dashboards as part of 
the KPI reporting.


